LIST FOR CONFIRMATIONS AND WITHDRAWALS APPROVED
BY THE 120TH STANDARDS APPROVAL COMMITTEE MEETING ON
4TH OCTOBER 2018

CHEMICAL DIVISION

WITHDRAWALS
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Methods of test Part 17: Determination of flashpoint (closed cup equilibrium method),
replaced with KS ISO 1523:2002

Methods of test — Part 3: Determination of flow time by use of a flow cup, replaced
with ISO 2431:2011


Methods of test Part 5: Determination of volatile and non-volatile matter, replaced
with ISO 3251:2008

Methods of test Part 8: Determination of light fasteners for interior use, replaced with

ELECTROTECHNICAL DIVISION

CONFIRMATIONS

small hydroelectric installations

27. KS IEC 62256:2008 Kenya Standard — Hydraulic turbines, storage pumps and
pump-turbines — Rehabilitation and performance improvement

Performance conversion method from model to prototype


30. KS 188-1:1997 Kenya Standard — Specification for PVC insulations and sheaths of
electric cables and cords Part 1: Physical and electrical requirements

electric cables and cords Part 2: Methods of measurement of thickness and overall
dimensions and determination of the mechanical properties

32. KS 188-3:1997 Kenya Standard — Specification for PVC insulations and sheaths of
electric cables and cords Part 3: Thermal ageing methods

33. KS 188-4:1997 Kenya Standard — Specification for PVC insulations and sheaths of
electric cables and cords Part 4: Loss of mass test and thermal stability test

34. KS 188-5:1997 Kenya Standard — Specification for PVC insulations and sheaths of
electric cables and cords Part 5: Pressure test at high temperature and tests for
resisting to cracking

35. KS 188-6:1997 Kenya Standard — Specification for PVC insulations and sheaths of
electric cables and Cords Part 6: tests at low temperature

36. KS 188-7:1997 Kenya Standard — Specification for PVC insulations and sheaths of
electric cables and cords Part 7: Hot deformation test

37. KS 189:1979 Kenya Standard — Specification for aluminium stranded conductors for
overhead power lines

38. KS 190-1:1987 Kenya Standard — Specification for stranded aluminium conductors
steelreinforced and galvanized steel wires for reinforcing aluminium conductors Part
1: Galvanized steel wires for reinforced aluminium conductors

steelreinforced and galvanized steel wires for reinforcing aluminium conductors Part
2: Aluminium conductors steel-reinforced

40. KS 191-1:1987 Kenya Standard — Specification for test on electric cables under fire
conditions Part 1: Test on single vertical insulated wire or cable
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41. KS 191-2:1987 Kenya Standard — Specification for tests on electric cables under fire
   conditions Part 2: Tests on bunched insulated wires and cables
42. KS 192:1987 Kenya Standard — Specification for PVC insulated flexible cables and
cords of rated voltage up to and including 450/750 V
43. KS 468-1:1987 Kenya Standard — Specification for flexible PVC conduits for electric
   wiring Part 1: Plain conduits
44. KS 468-2:1990 Kenya Standard — Specification for flexible PVC conduits for electric
   wiring Part 2: Corrugated conduits
45. KS 188-6:1997 Kenya Standard — Specification for PVC insulations and sheaths of
electric cables and Cords Part 6: tests at low temperature
   electrical purposes
47. KS 1109:1991 Kenya Standard — Specification for earthing clamps
   electronic equipment with regard to protection against electric shock
49. KS 196:1979 Kenya Standard — Preferred values for resistors and capacitors
50. KS 197:1979 Kenya Standard — Marking codes for resistors and capacitors
52. KS 237:1982 Kenya Standard — Specification for household electric ranges
   and similar electrical appliances
56. KS 466:1982 Kenya Standard — Specification for electric food preparation machines
57. KS 1111-10:1993 Kenya Standard — Specification for household and similar
   electrical appliances Part 10: Particular requirements for appliances for skin and hair
   care
   electrical appliances Part 11: Particular requirements for electrical clocks
59. KS 1111-12:1993 Kenya Standard — Specification for household and similar
   electrical appliances Part 12: Particular requirements for sewing machines
   electrical appliances Part 13: Particular requirements for room heaters
61. KS 1111-14:1993 Kenya Standard — Specification for household and similar
   electrical appliances Part 14: Particular requirements for coffee mills and coffee
   grinders
   electrical appliances Part 15: Particular requirements for commercial electric ranges,
ovens and hob elements
63. KS 1111-16:1989 Kenya Standard — Specification for household and similar
   electrical appliances Part 16: Particular requirements for commercial electric deep
   fryers
64. KS 1111-17:1998 Kenya Standard — Specification for household and similar
   electrical appliances Part 17: Particular requirements for commercial electric griddles
   and griddle grills
   electrical appliances Part 18: Particular requirements for commercial electric multi-
   purpose cooking pans
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67. KS 662-1:2000 Kenya Standard — Requirements for electrical installations Part 1: Scope, object and fundamental principles to be replaced by KS 662-1:2018
68. KS 662-2:2000 Kenya Standard — Requirements for electrical installations Part 2: Definitions to be replaced by KS 662-2:2018

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE DIVISION

CONFIRMATIONS

79. KS ISO 4833-1:2013 Kenya Standard — Microbiology of the food chain — Horizontal method for the enumeration of microorganisms Part 1: Colony count at 30 ºC by the pour plate technique
80. KS ISO 4833-2:2013 Kenya Standard — Microbiology of the food chain — Horizontal method for the enumeration of microorganisms Part 2: Colony count at 30 ºC by the surface plating technique
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92. KS EAS 175:2002 Kenya Standard — Blackcurrant juice preserved exclusively by physical means — Specification

WITHDRAWALS

94. KS 871-1:1992 Kenya Standard — Compounded trout fish feeds — Specification to be replaced by KS 871:2018

TRADE AFFAIRS DIVISION

CONFIRMATIONS

100. KS EAS 339:2013 Kenya Standard — Hair creams, lotions and gels — Specification
104. KS EAS 346: 2013 Kenya Standard — Labelling of cosmetics — General requirements
111. KS 1668:2001 Kenya Standard — Methods of sampling cosmetics
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115. KS EAS 334:2013 Kenya Standard — Illustrative list by category of cosmetic products
117. KS EAS 377-2:2013 Kenya Standard — Cosmetics and cosmetic products Part 2: List of substances which cosmetic products must not contain except subject to the restrictions laid down
121. KS 915:1990 Kenya Standard — Specification for anhydrous lanolin for cosmetic industry
129. KS ISO 3053:2004 Kenya Standard — Oil of grapefruit (Citrus x paradisi macfad.), obtained by expression
134. KS ISO 3519:2005 Kenya Standard — Oil of lime distilled, Mexican type [Citrus aurantiifolia (Christm.) swingle].
135. KS ISO 3809:1987 Kenya Standard — Oil of lime, Mexico [Citrus aurantiifolia (Christmann) Swingle].
145. KS ISO 4719:1999 Kenya Standard — Oil of spike lavender [Lavandula latifolia (L.f.) Medikus], Spanish type
146. KS ISO 3140:2005 Kenya Standard — Oil of sweet orange [Citrus sinensis (L.) Obsbeck], obtained by mechanical treatment
149. KS 1770-2:2007 Kenya Standard — Methods of sampling and test for crude and refined glycerine Part 2: Methods of sampling
151. KS 1770-4:2007 Kenya Standard — Methods of sampling and test for crude and refined glycerine Part 4: Determination of density and relative density
158. KS 1770-11:2007 Kenya Standard — Methods of sampling and test for crude and refined glycerine Part 11: Determination of propane 1, 3-diol content - Gas chromatographic method
159. KS 1770-12:2007 Kenya Standard — Methods of sampling and test for crude and refined glycerine Part 12: Determination of chloride content
163. KS 1770-16:2007 Kenya Standard — Methods of sampling and test for crude and refined glycerine Part 16: Determination of iron content
164. KS 1770-17:2007 Kenya Standard — Methods of sampling and test for crude and refined glycerine Part 17: Limit test for lead
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Part 15: Determination of reichert — Meissl value

Part 20: Determination of viscosity by capillary method

Part 22: Determination of cloud-point

Part 23: Determination of relative density for liquids oils (Capillary stoppered pyknometer)

WITHDRAWALS

Part 1: terminology To be replaced by KS EAS 847-1:2017

Part 2: Determination of moisture content To be replaced by KS EAS 847-2:2017

Part 3: Determination of insoluble impurities To be replaced by KS EAS 847-3:2017

Part 4: Determination of acid value and free fatty acids To be replaced by KS EAS 847-4:2017

Part 5: Determination of unsaponifiable matter To be replaced by KS EAS 847-5:2017

Part 6: Determination of melting point To be replaced by KS EAS 847-6:2017

Part 8: Determination of specific gravity To be replaced by KS EAS 847-7:2017

Part 9: Titre test To be replaced by KS EAS 847-8:2017

Part 10: Determination of colour To be replaced by KS EAS 847-9:2017

Part 13: Determination of acetyl value and hydroxyl value To be replaced by KS EAS 847-10:2017

Part 14: Determination of allyl isothiocyanate To be replaced by KS EAS 847-11:2017

Part 18: Determination of flash point by pensky -martens closed cap tester To be replaced by KS EAS 847-12:2017

Part 19: Determination of rancidity To be replaced by KS EAS 847-13:2017

Part 16: Determination of polenske value To be replaced by KS EAS 847-14:2017

Part 21: Determination of ash content To be replaced by KS EAS 847-15:2017

use, To be replaced by KS EAS 126:1999

189. KS 801-7:2004 Kenya Standard — Oils for cosmetic industry — Methods of test
Part 7: Determination of refractive index To be replaced by KS ISO 6320: 2000
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Part 11: Determination of iodine value (WIJS) To be replaced by KS ISO 3961: 2009
Part 12: Determination of saponification value To be replaced by KS ISO 3657: 2013
192. KS 801-17:2004 Kenya Standard — Oils for cosmetic industry — Methods of test
Part 17: Determination of peroxide value To be replaced by KS ISO 3960:2017
To be replaced by KS 1764:2018
Specification To be replaced by KS 577:2018

TEXTILE AND LEATHER DIVISION

WITHDRAWALS

replaced by KS EAS 154:2018
196. KS 638:1999 Kenya Standard — Specification for absorbent cotton gauze, To be
replaced by KS 638:2018
replaced by KS EAS 96:2018
198. KS 1731:2015 Kenya Standard — Footwear — Children’s shoes (2 years and
below) — Specification To be replaced by KS 1731:2018
199. KS 1732:2015 Kenya Standard — Footwear — Children’s shoes (above 2 to 6
years) — Specification To be replaced by KS 1732:2018
Determination of the static absorption of water To be replaced by KS ISO 2417:2016

SERVICES DIVISION

WITHDRAWAL

201. KS 2173:2008 Kenya Standard — Hair extensions — Specification To be replaced
by KS 2173:2018

ENGINEERING DIVISION

WITHDRAWALS

cylinders for liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) exceeding 1.5 litre water capacity Part 4:
Requalification and inspection To be replaced by KS 9-4:2018
203. KS 595-1:1986 Kenya Standard — Methods of testing concrete Part 1: Sampling of
cement on site Replaced by KS ISO 1920-1:2004
204. KS 595-2:1986 Kenya Standard — Methods of testing concrete Part 2: Determination of
slump Replaced by KS ISO 1920-2:2005
compact factor Replaced by KS ISO 1920-3:2004
method of measuring workability (Compaction test) To be replaced by KS ISO 1920-
4:2005
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EAC/COMESA DIVISION

WITHDRAWALS

216. KS EAS 139:2014 Kenya Standard — Fortified wine — Specification To be replaced by KS EAS 139:2018